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The Eagle County Community is Ready to Take Climate Action

Increasing insect pests are changing our forests
$*&/5*45413&%*$5.03&&953&.&&7&/54Ĥ8*-%<3&4ý%306()54ý"/%=00%4
Wildlife is on the move, adapting to changes in habitat
Rising temperatures lead to declining runoff in creeks and rivers

Mountain ecosystems are changing

The last 15 months have been the hottest on record globally
Warmer average summer temperatures are on the rise
With every 1.0°F increase in temperature, we’ll see a 3-4% decrease in water supply

Summers are getting hotter

There are now 23 fewer days with freezing temperatures than before the 1980s
Scientists predict we’ll have 30 more days without freezing temperatures by 2060
Spring snow packs are declining and less predictable

Winters are getting warmer and shorter

Our mountain Community is at Risk
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Our Economy and New Jobs
/7&45*/(*/&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:ý40-"3"33":4ý
electric and hybrid vehicles, smart
growth, and creating new green jobs will
position us as leaders in the coming
‘post-carbon economy’.

Our Environment and Recreation
We can protect the places we play, reduce
5)&3*4,0'$"5"45301)*$<3&4*/
063'03&454ý"/%3&%6$&=00%*/(*/
our streams and rivers.

Our Community Health and Well-Being
We can help prevent community health
threats like increasing insect-borne diseases,
increasing allergies, smoke waves from
8*-%<3&4ý"/%05)&3'03.40'"*3
and water pollution.

Protecting
Community Values
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Each of us has
a responsibility
to take action
to reduce
GHG emissions
and prevent
increasing
negative
impacts of
climate change.
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Local climate change takes place within the context of global climate change and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. Carbon dioxide (CO2), a potent GHG, has increased by 40% from 280 parts per million (ppm) in
the pre-industrial era to 400 ppm today, a level that the earth has not seen in at least 800,000 years, due
primarily to the burning of fossil fuels (Lukas et al., 2014). Each of us has a responsibility to take action to
reduce GHG emissions and prevent increasing negative impacts of climate change. We can be proactive and
embrace the challenge of climate change. We can learn to change; we can take action and innovate; and,
we can each do our part to ensure a sustainable future for our Eagle County community.

Climate change is disrupting the basic operating system of our planet. Mountain regions are particularly
vulnerable due to their hydrology, ecology, and recreational economies. In the past 30 years, the annual
average temperature in Colorado has increased by 2.0°F (Lukas et al., 2014), and Eagle County’s natural
environment is feeling the effects. The timing of snowmelt and peak runoff has shifted earlier in the spring,
and there are more frost-free days (days with minimum temperatures above freezing) than there were
before the 1980s. These fewer days of freezing temperatures impact the water storage in our snow pack,
alter the timing and amount of river runoff, hamper the ability to make snow for skiing, debilitate the health
0'063'03&454"/%8*-%-*'&ý*/$3&"4&5)&5)3&"50''03&45<3&4"/%=00%*/(ý"/%46#4&26&/5-:ý165"53*4,5)&
very basis of our recreational economy and daily lifestyles.

Introduction
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The stakeholders met regularly from March to
November 2016, and each meeting included
educational components, as well as activities
to engage and solicit stakeholder feedback on
critical elements of the plan. The stakeholders
represented a diverse and engaged group
of community leaders, county and municipal
government employees, and representatives
from key industries in the community.
Guest speakers added technical expertise
and an outside perspective to the process.
0--&$5*7&-:ý5)&1-"/3&=&$545)&4530/(7"-6&4
of the Eagle County community including
our health and well-being, our natural
environment and recreational economy, and
Stakeholders hard at work discussing solutions.
our potential as leaders in creating a robust
post-carbon economy. Highlights of the plan were shared at three public open house meetings
during September 2016. A survey was available at the open house sessions and on the Walking
Mountains Science Center website to solicit feedback and public comments. The stakeholders
3&$0..&/%&%5)&</"-1-"/'03"%015*0/#:5)& 0"3%0' "(-& 06/5: 0..*44*0/&34"/%
05)&3&-&$5&%0'<$*"-4*/ &$&.#&3@>?Dþ

This Climate Action Plan for the Eagle County Community is the culmination of a year-long
effort that included more than 30 community stakeholders. Their tasks were to develop
targets for the reduction of GHG emissions for the entire community within Eagle County and
to identify and prioritize projects and policies by sector that will help the community achieve
those targets. The plan calls for aspirational, yet achievable, targets for overall GHG emission
reductions: 25% by 2025, and a minimum of 80% by 2050. The 2050 target is in alignment with
the recent recommendation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014). In
order to meet the established targets, this plan also contains project recommendations for the
$0..6/*5:ý*/$-6%*/(5)&$06/5:(07&3/.&/5ý508/4ý#64*/&44&4ý/0/130<54ý"/%05)&31"35/&34
to begin immediate climate action, as well as plan for the future.

80% by 2050.

minimum of

25% by 2025,

targets:

reduction

GHG emissions

Recommended

Adopt “above building code” standards

Provide residential and commercial composting
services

Install waste-to-energy methane capture
4:45&."5-"/%<--

Develop a plan to increase waste diversion
through recycling and composting

Set a waste diversion goal that is above the
national average

"45&"/%"/%<--&$503

30.05&"/%*/$&/5*7*;&&'<$*&/564&0'8"5&3

Adopt “above building code” standards

Provide incentives

0$640/&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:

Reduce GHG emissions 25% by 2025

Commercial Buildings Sector

Leverage special event platforms to change
behaviors
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Encourage energy utilities to set aggressive
GHG emission reduction goals

Identify locations for local solar arrays

Expand local exterior energy offset
programs (Eco-Build example)

Energy Supply Sector

53*7&'03&'<$*&/5-"/%64&1"55&3/48*5))064*/(*/
proximity to workplaces

Encourage multi-modal transportation systems

Expand use of electric vehicles

Include local commuter train or bus rapid transit

Reduce local GHG emissions 10% by 2025

Transportation and Mobility Sector

30.05&"/%*/$&/5*7*;&&'<$*&/564&0'8"5&3

Expand Energy Smart Colorado program and
incentives

Expand Actively Green business trainings and
$&35*<$"5*0/4

Enhance Eco-Schools for K-12 schools

0$640/&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:

Reduce GHG emissions 25% by 2025

Residential Building Sector

Create county-wide marketing campaign

Establish climate education team

Education and Outreach

Summary of recommendations for climate action
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)*4$-*."5&"$5*0/1-"/*441&$*<$"--:'0$64&%0/.*5*("5*0/þ -*."5&mitigation *4%&</&%"4&''03545)"53&%6$&0313&7&/5&.*44*0/4þ
Climate adaptation*4%&</&%"4&''03545)"5)&-15)&$0..6/*5:13&1"3&'03"/%"%+645505)&$633&/5"/%'6563&*.1"$540'$-*."5&
$)"/(&þ-5)06()5)*41-"/%0&4/0541&$*<$"--:"%%3&44$-*."5&"%"15"5*0/ý05)&3&''0354"3&#&*/(5",&/5)306()0655)& "(-& 06/5:
community to prepare for the changing climate. The stakeholders believe that future climate action planning initiatives should integrate
both mitigation and adaptation.

The resulting Climate Action Plan for the Eagle County Community3&=&$54"4530/($0..*5.&/5503&%6$&5)&$0..6/*5:ĉ4
emissions by a minimum of 80% by 2050, an amount in alignment with that of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,
2014). Local, regional, and state efforts have become the cornerstone of climate action because national and international energy
10-*$:"/%&.*44*0/43&%6$5*0/&''0354"3&4-08&%"/%0'5&/45*=&%#:10-*$:ý10-*5*$4ý"/%#63&"6$3"5*$130$&44&4þ 635)&3.03&ý-0$"-
governments and communities are often in a better position to engage citizens and have an immediate and direct impact toward
reducing GHG emissions.

As the impacts of climate change become evident around the world and international efforts to curb GHG emissions are more
prevalent, many local communities have begun serious climate action planning to be part of the solution. The Eagle County Board
of County Commissioners made “climate action planning” a priority in the County’s 2016 strategic plan, and Walking Mountains Science
Center’s Sustainability and Stewardship Programs Department was contracted to convene and facilitate a stakeholder and communitydriven climate action plan.

The plan
includes a
vision for
success —
what success
looks like, and
how it can be
achieved.
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Due to these local effects of climate change, communities across the state of Colorado and the U.S. are creating their own climate action
1-"/4"/%.",*/(4*(/*<$"/5$0..*5.&/54503&%6$&&.*44*0/4þ

$*&/5*<$3&4&"3$)*/%*$"5&45)&3&8*--#&*/$3&"4*/($)"/(&4505)&
=0840'063453&".4"/%3*7&34þ)&3&8*--#&&"3-*&34/08.&-5*/5)&
.06/5"*/4"/%"/*/$3&"4&*/8*-%<3&0/063463306/%*/(01&/-"/%4þ
There is also evidence of future changes to our daily health and wellbeing due to increases in insect-borne diseases like West Nile virus,
Lyme disease, and the length and intensity of allergy season.

We live in a county that is heavily dependent upon climatic conditions.
As the climate warms, we enter an era of uncertainty. Imagine our ski
and snowboard season starting a month later and ending a month
earlier than it does now. Imagine hotter summers affecting our daily
activities and our recreational opportunities. Imagine Western Slope
ranchers and farmers facing severe droughts without enough water for
crops and livestock

Why Climate Action? Why Now?

The plan also includes recommendations for decision makers at all levels within the community, ranging from
needed policy changes to on-the-ground activities. Broader public comment on the plan was solicited during
&15&.#&3@>?D"55)3&&01&/)064&4&44*0/4ý"/%5)&$0..6/*5:ĉ4*%&"48&3&*/$03103"5&%*/505)&</"-1-"/þ
)*4</"-1-"/)"4#&&/"11307&%#:5)&45",&)0-%&348*5)"4530/(3&$0..&/%"5*0/'03"%015*0/#:"---0$"-
(07&3/.&/54ý*/$-6%*/(41&$*"-%*453*$54ý#64*/&44&4ý/0/130<54ý&%6$"5*0/"-*/45*565*0/4ý"/%/&*()#03)00%
associations, the goal is that GHG reduction targets are consistent with the ability of each entity to select the
strategies and actions that are most appropriate for their situations.

This Climate Action Plan for the Eagle County Community includes a vision for success—what success looks like,
and how it can be achieved. The actions recommended in the plan are broken into six sectors: 1) education and
outreach, 2) residential buildings, 3)commercial buildings and industrial operations, 4) transportation and mobility,
CĐ8"45&"/%-"/%<--ý"/%DĐ&/&3(:4611-:þ &5"*-&%"$5*0/4"/%130+&$54)"7&#&&/*%&/5*<&%#:5)&45",&)0-%&34
to support GHG emission reductions in each of the sectors.

SCIENTISTS
UNSURE (3%)

SCIENTISTS
AGREE (97%)

References: IPCC (2014) and Doran and Zimmerman (2009)
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~Pope Francis

“Climate change has and will continue to impact the
state’s resources in a variety of ways, including more rapid
snowmelt, longer and more severe droughts, and longer
growing seasons.” (Gordon and Ojima, 2015)

CO2 is a heat-trapping GHG. As we burn more coal, natural
gas, and oil, the “blanket” of GHGs in the atmosphere gets
thicker, and the earth gets hotter.

“Reducing
greenhouse
ċ$*&/5*<$&7*%&/$&'038"3.*/(0'5)&$-*."5&4:45&.*46/&26*70$"-þČIntergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2014)
gases requires
honesty, courage, “Earth-orbiting satellites and other technological advances
enabled scientists to see the big picture, collecting
& responsibility… have
many different types of information about our planet and its
on a global scale. This body of data, collected over
There is a nobility climate
many years, reveals the signals of a changing climate. The
in the duty to
heat-trapping nature of CO2 and other gases was demonstrated
care for creation */5)&.*%Ģ?G5)$&/563:þ)&3&*4/026&45*0/5)"5*/$3&"4&%
levels of greenhouse gases must cause the earth to warm in
response.” NASA (2016)
through daily
SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
actions.”

**More than half of energy costs in 2014 were for
transportation fuels, primarily from passenger vehicles
on Interstate-70.
Source: Eagle County Energy Inventory, 2016.

Total energy costs: $243.5 million

2014 Eagle County Energy Costs by Source

If we achieve a
25% reduction
in GHG
emissions by
2025, we
will retain
$60 million
annually in
the local
economy.
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One of the challenges to solving climate change is
that GHGs are invisible. It can be helpful to think of
one metric ton of CO2"45)&&26*7"-&/50'0/&'6--
hot air balloon. For the Eagle County community, we
$"/*."(*/&?þB.*--*0/)05"*3#"--00/4=0"5*/(61
from the county each year.

Based on 2014 energy costs, if we achieve a 25%
reduction in GHG emissions by 2025, we could retain
$60 million annually in the local economy and create
new jobs in the sustainability industry. Our per capita
rate of CO2 emissions, 25 metric tons per person per
year, is 30% higher than the national average.

As a mountain resort community, much of Eagle
County is made up of second homes, hotels, and
energy-intensive tourism and recreation facilities.
The amount of money that leaves the local economy
due to high energy expenses is a compelling reason
alone to tackle this issue and create solutions. The
Eagle County community releases 1.4 million metric
tons of CO2 each year, at a cost of $243.5 million
(Eagle County, 2016).
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**See Appendix C for “2014 Eagle County Energy Inventory”

In the vehicles category, 79% of emissions were from SUVs and
passenger cars; 21% were from trucks and tractor trailers. Only
9% of total transportation emissions was from aviation

About 22% of electricity was generated from renewable
sources, and of that, 1% from solar. The bulk of our electricity
%63*/(@>?B8"4130%6$&%'30.$0"-Ģ<3&%108&31-"/54ďD@ħĐ
and natural gas generation (16%)

The single largest source of emissions, at 39%, was from
generation of electricity used to power residential and
commercial buildings and facilities

Year

2030

2050

In order to demonstrate scenarios of future GHG emissions
for the Eagle County community, the Western State Colorado
University Center for Environment and Sustainability was
consulted. Expert data analyst Dr. Abel Chávez used the 2014
energy inventory to forecast the community’s ‘business as
usual’ GHG emissions to the year 2050. The forecast accounts
for several key drivers, including demographic, economic, and
technical variables.

2014

2014 Total =
1,405,856 mt CO2e

2025 Total =
1,639,545 mt CO2e

2050 Total =
2,687,530 mt CO2e

Eagle County Community Business as Usual GHG Forecast Results

If we don’t take action, GHG emissions will increase

Buildings and commercial energy uses in our community
had larger emissions (60%) than on-ground vehicles (27%) or
-"/%<--ď?>ħĐ

Inventory: Emissions by Sector

From the 2014 Eagle County Energy Inventory

Key Findings

GHGs (mt CO2e)

Year

2030

2050

2050 Total =
1,219,793 mt CO2e
(334% to 2050 Goal)

This graph demonstrates that positive measures can be taken by the Eagle
County community to reduce GHG emissions. Included in this graph are energy
&'<$*&/$:*/3&4*%&/5*"-"/%$0..&3$*"-#6*-%*/(4ý.03&3&/&8"#-&&/&3(:
from utilities, climate-friendly transportation, and reductions to waste in the
-"/%<--þ 7&/8*5)'6563&1016-"5*0/(3085)ý5)& "(-& 06/5:$0..6/*5:$"/
be successful at climate action. The actions forecasted in this graph are a good
start to climate action, but more actions will need to be included in order to
meet the 25% by 2025 and minimum of 80% by 2050 GHG reduction targets.

2014

2025 Total =
1,394,582 mt CO2e
(32% to 2025 Goal)

Eagle County GHG Emissions with Hypothetical Mitigation Actions

/$3&"4*/(5)&&'<$*&/$:0'063)0.&4ý$0..&3$*"-#6*-%*/(4"/%'"$*-*5*&4*4
our biggest opportunity.

If we take action, we can reduce our GHG emissions

GHG Emissions (mt CO2e)
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Get help from Energy Smart
Colorado, and make improvements
to your home or business

Shut off lights, work stations, and
&26*1.&/58)&//05/&&%&%

Install 1 KW of Solar
Electric (3 panels)

Replace 5 old fridges with
Energy Star models

Reduce single car use by
2,400 miles / year

Switch out 25 incandescent
lights with LED

How YOU Can Cut One Ton
of Carbon Pollution:

Climate Action Plan for the Eagle County Community | Page 11

Holy Cross Energy board members and community volunteers installed
a new solar array in Gypsum.

Many more homes are adding rooftop solar; the number of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
&4*(/Đ$&35*<&%#6*-%*/(4*/5)&$0..6/*5:*4*/$3&"4*/(; and, new community “solar gardens” are
becoming a popular way for homes and commercial buildings to attain renewable energy.

Through the Energy Smart Colorado program, more than 1,000 homes in the county have received
&/&3(:"44&44.&/54ý"/%.03&5)"/D>>)0.&4"/%@>>#64*/&44&4)"7&$0.1-&5&%&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:
and renewable energy improvements, resulting in over 6,000 metric tons of carbon emission
reductions annually.

7&3C>-0$"-#64*/&44&4"3&$&35*<&%ċActively Green” in sustainable business best practices, and
"8"3&/&440'5)&130(3".*4*/$3&"4*/("4#64*/&44&43&"-*;&5)&</"/$*"-ý&/7*30/.&/5"-ý"/%."3,&5*/(
#&/&<540'&/("(*/(&.1-0:&&4"/%$6450.&34*/4645"*/"#*-*5:þ03&"/%.03&-0$"-#64*/&44&4"3&"-40
participating in the Colorado Environmental Leadership Awards program.

The stakeholders involved in creating this plan believe that the Eagle County community is now ready and
committed to undertake climate action. Involvement in the following existing
programs is a good demonstration of peoples’ engagement and interest:

The Eagle County Community is Ready to Take Action

Increasing GHG emissions into the future will contribute to escalated climate
change and create negative impacts on the natural environment around us. The
projected temperature increases, changes to snowpack and local water resources,
health effects on residents and visitors, impacts to the recreation-based economy,
increasing population growth, and demands on energy supply are compelling
reasons to take climate action seriously. There is an urgent call-to-action for the
Eagle County community and local decision makers to collaboratively undertake
decisive, meaningful policy and programmatic changes in the areas of energy use
in homes and commercial buildings, transportation, waste, energy supply, water
conservation, and climate change education.

Another major reason why action should be taken now is that population growth in
Eagle County is increasing. The state census found that there were 52,831 residents
in the county in 2014. In less than 25 years, the county residential population is
expected to increase to 94,000 people, or more than 40% by 2040 (DOLA, 2016).
The growing population will result in more cars on the road, more homes being built,
and more support services such as schools, stores, water infrastructure, and other
utilities—all of which consume more energy and generate more GHG emissions.

Across the Eagle County community, there is a growing desire and demand for
sustainable infrastructure and systems that will engage and enable people to
participate in reducing GHG emissions.

New electric vehicle charging stations
are being added throughout the
community, and more people are taking
advantage of state and federal incentives
for new purchases and leases on electric
vehicles.

Many community events now incorporate
“zero waste” collection of recyclables
and compostables while educating
participants and diverting the majority of
105&/5*"-8"45&'30.5)&-"/%<--þ
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Serve as a model for other
communities

611035"/%3&=&$545"5&
goals and regional efforts

Collaborate across towns,
agencies, and organizations

Build on the knowledge and
commitment of the stakeholders

Educate and engage the community
about climate change

Identify projects and policies
to achieve targets

Set meaningful, feasible GHG
emission reduction targets

Goals for the Climate Action
Planning Effort
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Using these targets, other interim reductions were calculated using a linear approach. The stakeholders agreed that a linear projection of emissions
reduction would be the most understandable by the public; even though in reality, there might be large reductions followed by periods of fewer reductions
as actions are put into place in different sectors at various times.

By 2025, the Eagle County community will reduce GHG emissions by 25%þ)&45",&)0-%&344&5"/*/5&3*.5"3(&55)"58*--3&26*3&$0/4*%&3"#-&
&''0354"/%)"3%%&$*4*0/4ý#65*5"-40"--084"%&26"5&5*.&50"$)*&7&3&46-54þ)*45"3(&5*4$0/4*45&/58*5)(0"-44&5#:05)&3$0..6/*5*&4þ :4&55*/("
$0/4*%&3"#-&3&%6$5*0/ĥ0/&26"35&30'5)&&.*44*0/45)&$0..6/*5:&.*54/08ĥ40.&"$5*0/4#&:0/%5)&ċ-08Ģ)"/(*/('36*5Č8*--#&3&26*3&%þ)&"*.*4
50(&5.07*/(26*$,-:0/.",*/("//6"-3&%6$5*0/45)306()0655)&$0..6/*5:þ)&45",&)0-%&34"-40'&&-5)"55)&4-0("/ċ@Cħ#:@>@CČ806-%#&
compelling and effective for early communication efforts throughout the community.

By 2050, the Eagle County community will reduce GHG emissions by a minimum of 80%. This target is in alignment with the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s recommendation for reductions of GHG emissions by industrialized nations (IPCC 2014). The stakeholders agree that, while challenging,
5)*4"41*3"5*0/"-5"3(&5*4"(0"-5)"5.645#&"$)*&7&%*/03%&350'045&3"4*(/*<$"/54&50'"$5*0/4503&%6$&&.*44*0/4þ/"%%*5*0/ý$0--"#03"5*7&
impact would be greater by assuming a target that is in alignment with what the IPCC set, as many other local, regional, and state goals align with the target
of 80% reduction by 2050. The science behind this aspirational target has been well-vetted by thousands of climate scientists, and it doesn’t need to be
defended or re-calculated. Lastly, this robust target will outlast changes in local political leadership that will naturally occur between now and 2050.

There are three main types of targets found in climate action plans: (1) directional (i.e., up or down from a baseline), (2) analytical (i.e., based on extensive
modeling and projections), and (3) aspirational, (i.e., set to achieve something great). The stakeholders set an aspirational target for the year 2050, with
interim targets, as well. These aspirational targets are realistic with concerted community action, and yet, they are high enough to have considerable impact
"/%4*(/*<$"/$&þ)&3&%6$5*0/5"3(&543&'&3505)&@>?B "(-& 06/5: /&3(:/7&/503:%"5""4"#"4&-*/&þ)&$-*."5&"$5*0/1-"/$"--4'035)&$0..6/*5:
to measure and monitor reductions on a regular basis, such as every three years.

*from 2014 Baseline (See 2014 Eagle County
Energy Inventory - Appendix C)

80% by 2050

70% by 2045

50% by 2035

25% by 2025

Targets for GHG Emissions reduction
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Listed in the following section are the top goals and strategy recommendations for each climate action sector. A full list of ideas generated
by stakeholders is provided as Appendix A.

This plan contains six “sectors” that correspond to the particular climate action opportunities throughout the Eagle County community:
1) education and outreach to help inform sustainable climate-friendly behaviors, 2) residential buildings, 3) commercial buildings and
*/%6453*"-64&4ýBĐ53"/41035"5*0/"/%.0#*-*5:ýCĐ8"45&"/%-"/%<--ý"/%DĐ&/&3(:4611-:þ

One of the most common ways that communities assess where gains can be made in reducing GHG emissions is by breaking down the
source of emissions into understandable categories. These categories, or sectors, make decisions and actions for reducing GHG emissions
easier during plan implementation.

Recommended GHG reduction Goals
& Strategies by sector
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Expand and enhance existing educational programs:
Ģ$5*7&-:3&&/4645"*/"#-&#64*/&4453"*/*/("/%$&35*<$"5*0/130(3".ý
Ģ /&3(:."35 0-03"%0&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:$0"$)*/('03)0.&08/&34ý
businesses, contractors, and realtors
Ģ 0-03"%006/5"*/ 0--&(& &35*<$"5&*/645"*/"#*-*5:&"%&34)*1
and Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability Studies
- Eco-Schools program for K-12 schools, supporting student learning
and measurable GHG reduction through energy education and
behavior change at schools
- Colorado State University Extension Service programs and resources.

/$03103"5&40*-Ģ)&"-5)&%6$"5*0/50*.1307&$"3#0/4&26&453"5*0/"/%
engage the community in stewardship.

Utilize special event platforms to share messages, provide resources,
and engage participants in behaviors such as zero waste events and
bike-to-work days.

/463&$0..6/*5:&26*5:405)"5$-*."5&"$5*0/*4"--Ģ*/$-64*7&"/%
1307*%&4&26*5"#-&40$*"-ý&$0/0.*$ý"/%)&"-5)#&/&<54þ

Create a county-wide marketing campaign to raise awareness to engage
the community in projects and programs. Include regular announcements
through e-newsletters and social media.

Develop a cross-sector Eagle County climate education team and
education plan to reach all ages and demographics in Eagle County.
Include Eagle County Schools, private K-12 schools, Colorado Mountain
College, Walking Mountains Science Center, and other partners.

Create a climate action ‘tool kit’ to share throughout the community.

Use social-science research on climate change communications and
education to inform strategies.

Education and Outreach: Top Recommended Strategies

Greater community awareness and understanding of climate change is needed so that people
can participate in climate-friendly sustainable behaviors in their daily lives at home, at work, and
5)306()0655)&$0..6/*5:þ ''&$5*7&$0..6/*5:&/("(&.&/5*/$-*."5&"$5*0/453"5&(*&43&26*3&4
partnerships between multiple sectors, targeted education and outreach methods, and continual
evaluation of program successes.

Education and Outreach

Reducing Emissions: Residential

Continue partnerships with local energy utilities in order
to leverage more economic incentives.

30.05&"/%*/$&/5*7*;&&'<$*&/564&0'8"5&3*/*/5&3*03
and exterior of residential buildings.

Update Eagle County Eco-Build mitigation fees to
include all energy-use for large homes over the average
"(-& 06/5:)0.&4*;&0'AýE>>42þ'5þý/05+645
offsetting heated exterior surfaces and pools.

For new residential buildings, adopt “above
building code” standards and provide incentives,
including “net zero” codes, that are consistent across
jurisdictional boundaries throughout Eagle County.

Provide support and incentives for rental units to be
61%"5&%8*5)&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:*.1307&.&/54þ

For existing residential buildings, expand the local
/&3(:."35 0-03"%0&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:130(3"."/%
incentives in order to reduce GHG emissions in 25% of
all residential buildings in Eagle County by 2025, 50%
of all residential buildings by 2035, and 100% by 2050.

Reduce GHG emissions 25% below 2014 levels in the
residential buildings sector by 2025.

2025

Year

2040

2050
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This graph was developed by Dr. Abel Chávez using “EMiTT” (Effective Mitigation Transition Tool) to help
7*46"-*;&ý.0%&-ý53"$,ý"/%26"/5*':$-*."5&"$5*0/.*5*("5*0/5"3(&54þ)*4(3"1)*4"):105)&5*$"-4$&/"3*0
that includes the following GHG abatement pathways: 1) electricity from the grid would include 50%
renewable energy by 2050 and 100% renewable energy by 2050, and 2) Energy Smart Colorado would
reach the recommended goal of 100% of homes in Eagle County receiving home energy assessments, and
)"-'0'5)04&)0.&4806-%$0.1-&5&%&&1&/&3(:3&530<54þ)*4(3"1)*--6453"5&45)"55)& "(-& 06/5:
$0..6/*5:$"/5",&$-*."5&"$5*0/"/%.",&4*(/*<$"/5&.*44*0/3&%6$5*0/4þ *9*/("(*/(ý-&",:
buildings is a great start toward effective climate action, but more actions will be needed to reach
recommended targets. (BAU = Business As Usual)

2014

Residential Buildings Sector Mitigation Wedges

Residential Buildings Sector: Top Recommended Goals and Strategies

&4*%&/5*"-)0.&4$3&"5&@Bħ0'5)&505"-&.*44*0/4(&/&3"5&%*/ "(-& 06/5:þ)&3&*4"4*(/*<$"/50110356/*5:
503&%6$&3&4*%&/5*"-&/&3(:64&8*5)*/$3&"4&%&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:"/%$0/4&37"5*0/&''0354þ)& 0-03"%05"5&
&.0(3"1)&33&103545)"50' "(-& 06/5:ĉ4A?ýDEC)064*/(6/*54ď5)*4<(63&%0&4/05*/$-6%&$0..&3$*"--0%(*/(
1301&35*&4ĐýAFħ8&3&$0/4*%&3&%ċ7"$"/5Č036/0$$61*&%*/@>?Bþ /&3(:&'<$*&/$:3&530<54'30.-0$"-130(3".4ý46$)
as Energy Smart Colorado, can reduce a home’s energy use by 20-30% and save residents hundreds of dollars on their
annual energy bills.

mt CO2e
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Continue partnerships with local energy utilities in order to
leverage for more economic incentives.

30.05&"/%*/$&/5*7*;&&'<$*&/564&0'8"5&3þ

For new and newly remodeled commercial buildings, adopt “above building code” standards
and incentives, including “net zero” codes that are consistent across jurisdictional
boundaries throughout Eagle County.

307*%&4611035"/%*/$&/5*7&4'03#6*-%*/(407&3?>ý>>>426"3&'&&550.&"463&"/%53"$,
their energy use through CLEER’s Energy Navigator, the Energy Star Portfolio Manager, or
other energy monitoring tools.

03&9*45*/($0..&3$*"-#6*-%*/(4ý&91"/%5)& /&3(:."35 0-03"%0&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:
program and incentives in order to reduce GHG emissions in 25% of all commercial
buildings in Eagle County by 2025, 50% of all commercial buildings by 2035, and 100%
by 2050.

Reduce GHG emissions 25% below 2014 levels in the commercial
buildings and facilities sector by 2025.

Commercial Buildings Sector:
Top Recommended Goals and Strategies

Commercial buildings and facilities account for the top sources of GHG
emissions in Eagle County. A large amount of energy waste occurs due to
*/&'<$*&/5#6*-%*/(4ý)*()&/&3(:%&."/%4ý%&'&33&%."*/5&/"/$&ý*/"55&/5*0/
50#6*-%*/(1&3'03."/$&ý"/%*/&'<$*&/5#&)"7*030/5)&1"350'0$$61"/54þ
*7&/$633&/5"%7"/$&4*/&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:5&$)/0-0(:"/%</"/$*/(
programs, there can be up to 40-60% reduction in building-generated GHGs
ď.&3*$"/ 06/$*-'03"/ /&3(: '<$*&/5 $0/0.:ý@>?BĐþ)&$0..&3$*"-
buildings that exist today will be inhabited into the foreseeable future;
5)&3&'03&ý."9*.*;*/(#6*-%*/(&'<$*&/$:8*--)&-1&/463&3&%6$&%&/&3(:
demands well into the future.

Reducing Emissions: Commercial

Strive for compact mixed-use communities and land-use
patterns with affordable workforce housing in close
proximity to job centers to enable walking, biking, and
transit.

Incentivize and encourage multi-modal transportation,
including park-and-ride locations and safe county-wide
bike commuting paths and lanes.

Expand the network of electric vehicle charging stations and
promote state and federal incentives for purchasing electric
vehicles.

Continue to pursue rail transit opportunities to utilize the
existing railroad tracks from Dotsero to Leadville.

Reduce GHG emissions 10% below 2014 levels in the
transportation and mobility sector by 2025. Consider FREE
bus service and expanded services throughout the county.
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This graph is a hypothetical scenario that includes the following GHG abatement pathways:
1) 1% of the Eagle County population annually adopts driving a zero emission at tailpipe vehicle/electric
vehicle, 2) increase in paid-parking, reducing the number of people who drive a car to work; 3) all new
population growth to the year 2050 lives and works in transit-oriented neighborhoods and workplaces.
(BAU = Business As Usual)

Transportation and Mobility Sector: Top Recommended Goals and Strategies

The majority of GHG emissions from transportation are generated from passenger vehicles. The Eagle County
$0..6/*5:'"$&4"4*(/*<$"/5$)"--&/(&%6&50/5&345"5&ĢE>"/%5)&."/:7&)*$-&45)"51"445)306()5)&
$06/5:þ&7&35)&-&44ý4*(/*<$"/5*.1307&.&/54*/-0$"-53"/41035"5*0/ý.0#*-*5:4:45&.4ý"/%*/'3"4536$563&
can reduce locally generated GHG emissions dramatically, while engaging residents and visitors in healthy
climate-friendly lifestyles.

Transportation and Mobility
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Integrate local waste diversion plan and solutions
with the 2016 Colorado Integrated Solid Waste & Materials
Management Plan, designed to provide guidance,
cost analysis, strategies, and recommendations to
communities and local governments.

Support and incentivize recycling and composting
services for multi-family buildings which often face
challenges, such as high resident turnover and
contamination of recycling containers.

Add new programs and infrastructure to increase
recycling and composting in public areas that are
$633&/5-:%&<$*&/5ý"/%"%%3&44)"3%Ģ50Ģ3&$:$-&*5&.4
like, construction waste and mattresses.

Support sustainable purchasing policies and practices,
and incorporate supply chain management systems.

*7&35A>ħ0'03("/*$4$633&/5-:-"/%<--&%#:@>A>
through increased composting infrastructure and
services.

&&5"/%&9$&&%5)&$633&/5 "(-& 06/5:-"/%<--8"45&
diversion goal of 30% diversion rate by 2030, and set an
inspiring and achievable waste diversion target that is
above the national average.

2030

2050

Year
This graph is a hypothetical scenario that includes diverting half of the compostable materials that
$633&/5-:&/%61*/5)&-"/%<--þ 0.1045"#-&03("/*$4ý*/$-6%*/(1"1&3ý"$$06/5'03D>ħ0'5)&07&3"--
50//"(&#306()5505)&-"/%<--0/"/"//6"-#"4*4þď ĭ 64*/&44446"-Đ

2014

"45&"/%"/%<--&$503ā01&$0..&/%&%0"-4"/%53"5&(*&4

)&8"45&"/%-"/%<--4&$5033&'&3450.&5)"/&&.*44*0/45)"53&46-5'30."/"&30#*$%&$0.104*5*0/0'
03("/*$8"45&*/5)&-"/%<--þ 63*/(5)&<345@>:&"34"'5&3*543&-&"4&*/505)&"5.041)&3&ý.&5)"/&("4*4FB5*.&4
more potent as a GHG than CO2. The 2015 Eagle Valley waste diversion rate was 19.6%, and the recycling rate was
26.9%. There is an effort at the national and state levels to transition away from disposal and towards materials
management. The greatest positive impacts in this sector can be realized through reducing materials altogether
through more sustainable purchasing practices.

Waste and Landfill

mt CO2e

Energy Supply

Encourage utilities to set aggressive goals to reduce
their GHG emissions and transition over time away from
$0"-Ģ<3&%108&3130%6$5*0/þ

Research feasibility of local and regional locations for
community solar arrays.

3&"5&.03&</"/$*"-3&4063$&4"/%*/$&/5*7&4ý"/%*/$3&"4&
the capacity of exterior energy offset programs within the
Eagle County community (examples: Eagle County EcoBuild Program, Avon Exterior Energy Offset Program, and
Aspen Renewable Energy Mitigation Program), and strive for
consistency across jurisdictional boundaries.

Year

2030

2050
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This graph is a hypothetical scenario that includes reducing the GHG intensity from the electrical power mix
by 50% in 2030 and 100% in 2050. (BAU = Business As Usual)

2014

Energy Supply Sector: Top Recommended Goals and Strategies

/@>>Bý 0-03"%0#&$".&5)&<34545"5&*/5)&þþ50$3&"5&"3&/&8"#-&&/&3(:1035'0-*045"/%"3%*/03%&3
to reduce GHG emissions. As the primary provider of energy for buildings and commercial uses throughout
the Eagle County community, member-owned utility Holy Cross Energy provides electricity and strives to be a
conscientious steward of natural resources. Holy Cross Energy was a pioneer in Colorado, offering consumers
the option of purchasing renewable energy to offset GHG emissions. Partnering with utilities, such as Holy Cross
Energy, Xcel Energy, and Black Hills Energy, is key toward making large-scale energy supply transitions.

mt CO2e

Collaborate across jurisdictional boundaries for greater impact and likelihood of success.

Measure and monitor GHG reduction impacts over time.

Begin to address climate change adaptation.

4

5

6
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Allocate funds for implementation of projects and infrastructure.

Identify people to guide the implementation and follow-through of recommendations in the current plan—designate a task force
and hire sustainability/climate staff as needed within local governments and large businesses.

2

3

Adopt this climate action plan.

1

The following recommendations support the success of the overall climate action plan and apply to all sectors in this plan:

Key Recommendations for Community
Leaders & decision Makers
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Despite the rewards of success, there are challenges to climate
action planning and implementation. These include concerns about
communication to and adoption by the public, leadership and prioritization
of climate change by decision makers, lack of available funding for new
projects, lack of long-term coordinated climate action effort, and tangible
obstacles such as technology and infrastructure.

Community Endorsement, Ownership, and Support of this Plan is Critical
• There must be broader community awareness of the need for climate action
• Individuals should understand their impacts and responsibilities
• Private sector participation and public-private partnerships are keys to success
• There must be simple, accessible opportunities for individuals to take action
• The community has the tools and resources to reach short and
long-term targets

Set Realistic and Achievable Targets
• GHG reduction targets must be achievable and measurable
• A diverse number of GHG emissions reduction strategies and projects
are needed
• Actions must be taken by local governments
• Progress should be monitored regularly
• Celebrate successes along the way to reaching larger goals

Align the Plan with Community and Organizational Values
• Local governments adopt the plan and hold values that align with
the plan
Ğ)&1-"/*/5&(3"5&4#&/&<54505)&&$0/0.:ý5)&&/7*30/.&/5ý"/%
40$*"-&26*5:
• The plan is a catalyst to coordinated climate action across jurisdiction
boundaries
• Local organizations are aligned with the plan and keys to its success
• Local governments strive to coordinate across boundaries
• Minimize policy restrictions that limit people’s abilities to take action
• Community-wide climate change education is imperative

Successful community-driven GHG reduction efforts have several key elements
that are centered on realistic and achievable targets, community endorsement
and support, and strong alignment with community and organizational values.
55)&0/4&50'5)&1-"//*/(130$&44ý5)&45",&)0-%&34*%&/5*<&%5)&'0--08*/(
elements that are critical to long-term success of the Climate Action Plan for the
Eagle County Community:

What Does Success Looks Like?
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Breadth of community: Develop programs and education for both residents and guests
Celebrate successes: Take time to recognize accomplishments along the way
Clarity: Use language and communication tools that the public can understand
Funding: Decision makers prioritize funding for GHG mitigation actions
Diversity: Include a variety of people, strategies, and actions to ensure success
Implementation: Decision makers support human resources to enact projects and policies
Infrastructure: Be ready to make tough decisions about infrastructure and building codes
Measurement: Develop metrics that can be monitored and used by all stakeholders
Longevity: Instill a culture of sustainability, and enact policies that outlast changes in leadership
Resistance to change: "$,-&*/$3&.&/5"-"$5*0/45)"5#6*-%$0/<%&/$&
Unity: Support towns, county, and other organizations in new climate action partnerships

Considerations for Implementation

The success of this plan rests in the hands of the
community and its leaders at many levels. The
45",&)0-%&34)"7&*%&/5*<&%130+&$54ý130(3".4ý
and policies that are both feasible and meaningful
for the Eagle County community. In order to
meet the 2025 target of 25% reduction of GHG
emissions, and the aspirational but critical goal
of achieving the 2050 target of a minimum of
F>ħ3&%6$5*0/ý5)*41-"/.645#&"%015&%26*$,-:ý
shared throughout the community, and supported
with meaningful resources.

Call To Action

Cont’d Page 25
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What’s already being done: Energy rebates from Energy Smart Colorado (Eagle County Eco-Build Fund, Avon Exterior Energy Offset Program) and
0-: 3044 /&3(:ý$5*7&-:3&&/645"*/"#-& 64*/&443"*/*/("/% &35*<$"5*0/30(3".ý$06/5:"/%.6/*$*1"-(0"-4503&%6$&&/&3(:64&ý
private sector sustainability initiatives, Eco-Schools programming, and more.

Why focus on the commercial building sector? At 32% of 2014 emissions, this sector constitutes the largest component of the Eagle County
community’s GHG emissions. The emissions from this sector can be mitigated through incentives for commercial building owners and landlords,
/&8&/&3(:&'<$*&/55&$)/0-0(*&4ý$0..6/*5:40-"3("3%&/4ý&%6$"5*0/ý"/%4645"*/"#-&13"$5*$&4*/5)&)041*5"-*5:4&$503þ

This sector includes traditional commercial buildings, multi-family housing, ski area operations, and commercial area heated streets and driveways.

Commercial Buildings and Industrial Energy

The tables on the following pages also include three columns highlighting ideas that the stakeholders felt would be of special interest to
businesses, towns, and the county.

This Appendix includes detailed tables for each of the six sectors including a basic explanation of each and why they matter. This section
"-40*/$-6%&4-*4540'3&$0..&/%"5*0/4'033&%6$*/(&.*44*0/45)306()8"5&3$0/4&37"5*0/"/%40*-$"3#0/4&26&453"5*0/þ)&5"#-&4
include an overview of what is already being done in Eagle County, as the county, towns, and other entities have already undertaken meaningful
work in reducing GHG emissions. Finally, the tables include details on programs, projects, and policies that can be undertaken to reduce
GHG emissions. These robust lists were developed by the stakeholders in order to provide all users of this climate action plan a place to begin
.*5*("5*/(ý"/%5)&:"3&3&=&$5*7&0'5)&ċ53*1-&#0550.-*/&Č0'1&01-&ý1-"/&5ý"/%130<5þ)&45",&)0-%&34ĉ*/5&/5*45)"55)&$06/5:ý508/4ý
and other entities use these tables to help guide conversations about planning, policy development, and project implementation.

Appendix A: Project Ideas & Recommendations

Appendixes
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program, access to community solar and wind projects through Holy Cross Energy, and more.

Why focus on the residential building sector? Residential building-use constituted 28% of emissions in the Eagle County community in 2014.
)*4-"3(&$0.10/&/50'5)&$0..6/*5:ĉ4&.*44*0/4$"/#&"%%3&44&%8*5))0.&08/&3&%6$"5*0/ý&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:"6%*54"/%*/$&/5*7&4ý
building codes, and other local programs.

)*44&$503*/$-6%&43&4*%&/5*"-)0.&4ý#05)13*."3:"/%4&$0/%)0.&4ý"/%.6-5*Ģ'".*-:3&4*%&/$&48*5)'&8&35)"/<7&6/*54þ

Residential Buildings
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What’s already being done: ECO Transit, Town of Vail bus system, Sole Power program, improved bike path development, policies to support use
of electric bikes, small scale bike share programs, idling policies, and more.

Why focus on the mobility sector? Almost 30% of the Eagle County community’s 2014 emissions came from this sector (3% was from the Eagle
County Regional Airport). This sector represents an area in which great gains can be made with policy, infrastructure, education, and a “culture
change” among residents and visitors.

This sector includes transportation and transit-oriented design. It also includes the Eagle County Regional Airport.

Transportation and Mobility

Cont’d Page 29

%6$"5*0/"-50634505)&-"/%<--"/%3&$:$-*/('"$*-*5:"3&7&3:1016-"3þ
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What’s already being done: Eagle County Materials Recovery Facility, waste haulers provide recycling, county and town supported recycling dropoff sites, e-waste collection events, zero waste events, collaboration amongst Eagle Valley Waste Diversion Steering Committee, waste reduction
(0"-44&5#:-0$"-(07&3/.&/54"/%05)&3&/5*5*&4ý$5*7&-:3&&/645"*/"#-& 64*/&443"*/*/("/% &35*<$"5*0/30(3".ý $0Ģ$)00-4ý"/%05)&3
programs. One town has recently implemented a plastic bag ban and a recycling ordinance.

Why focus on the waste reduction sector? Reduce-Reuse-Recycle, all three R’s are important. In 2015, the overall waste diversion rate of the Eagle
Valley was 19.6%. This included general recycled materials, organic materials including yard waste, and household hazardous waste including
electronic waste. Eagle County has set an overall waste diversion goal of 30% by 2030. The Eagle Valley recycling rate was 26.9% in 2015; this is
below the national average of 34%. Waste reduction, recycling and composting, and sustainable purchasing are areas in which the community can
)"7&"(3&"5&3*.1"$55)306()10-*$:ý#&55&3*/'3"4536$563&ý&%6$"5*0/ý"/%130(3".4þ@>?>456%:0'5)&8"45&453&"."55)& "(-& 06/5:-"/%<--
3&7&"-&%5)"5B>ħ0'$633&/5-"/%<--8"45&$06-%#&130$&44&%"4$0.1045*'"$0..&3$*"-4$"-&'"$*-*5:8&3&"7"*-"#-&þ

)*44&$503*/$-6%&48"45&%*7&34*0/ý3&4*%&/5*"-"/%$0..&3$*"-3&$:$-*/(ý"/%5)&$06/5:-"/%<--þ
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Ğ /$063"(&.03&1"35*$*1"5*0/0'#64*/&44&4*/5)&$5*7&-:3&&/645"*/"#-& 64*/&443"*/*/("/% &35*<$"5*0/30(3".
• Reduce waste through sustainable purchasing practices and less packaging
• Provide more employer/employee climate action and sustainability training
• Leverage the VVP Actively Green Awards and the Annual Actively Green Awards Party for businesses
• Engage local organizations and groups in educating businesses
• Provide cards for hotel rooms and short-term rentals; educate guests on why their efforts matter (water-wise signage, etc.)
Ğ &7&-01&.1-0:&&<&-%&91&3*&/$&4ý3&53&"54ý"/%&91&3*&/5*"--&"3/*/('03$-*."5&4$*&/$&6/%&345"/%*/('03.06/5"*/$0..6/*5*&4

Support businesses in climate-friendly practices

• Use social-science research on climate change communications for education and outreach strategies (e.g., Yale Program on
Climate Change Communication, and George Mason Center for Climate Change Communication resources)
• Incorporate social diversity and inclusivity throughout education and outreach
• Develop a climate action class to feed into current sustainability education programs and trainings
• Convene and educate neighborhood climate action groups
Ğ 0/5*/6&50)045&%6$"5*0/"-50634505)&-"/%<--ý"/%*/$-6%&5)&."5&3*"-43&$07&3:'"$*-*5:ď Đ"/%)";"3%064
household waste facility
• Host household zero-waste training for residential homeowners
Ğ %6$"5&)0.&08/&34"/%#64*/&44&40/4)655*/(%08/"/%6/1-6((*/(8)&/-&"7*/(5)&)0.&030'<$&
(reduce “vampire” energy-use)
• Educate and incentivize second homeowners to reduce energy use
• Promote use of “smart hubs” to understand real-time energy use
Ğ 0/%6$553"*/*/(441&$*<$"--:'031301&35:."/"(&34"/%-"/%4$"1&34
• Educate land owners and users on climate-friendly land use practices

Give community members the knowledge and power to understand their
impacts and make climate-friendly choices

Education and Outreach
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• Develop a multi-media brand platform
• Create a video about actions that can be taken to promote climate action
• Utilize local media, TV, radio, and social media
• Fund an educational point position with responsibilities to oversee implementation of climate action education and outreach
Ğ4&45"/%"3%*;&%"/%'3&26&/5-:$0..6/*$"5&%ý.&"463"#-&(0"-4
• Use empowering positive messages and real-world examples
Ğ 0$64.&44"(&40/*.1307&%26"-*5:0'-*'&Ă$0//&$55)&.&44"(&501&01-&"/%5)&'6563&
Ğ%&/5*':*/=6&/$&34"/%)"7&5)&.41&",61ĥ-0$"-$&-&#3*5*&4"/%-&"%&34"53&(6-"3"/%'6/$0..6/*5:&7&/54
• Host “Trash Talk” about waste with winter visitors—education campaign
• Train volunteer advocates for each neighborhood to share ideas with their neighbors; work through neighborhood and
homeowner associations
• Include outreach to all community sectors, associations, clubs, chambers, etc.

Ideas for an education and marketing campaign promoting climate action

• Expand the Eco-Schools program at all K-12 schools to educate and recognize youth for their leadership, and incorporate
energy saving programs and infrastructure at all schools
• Develop competitions for schools on ‘how to reduce carbon footprint’
• Develop “farm-to-school” fresh, local food served in school cafeterias, and teach food production and gardening as
part of the curriculum

Engage school children and their families for long-lasting change

Create a climate education team to educate about and support implementation of the Climate Action Plan
Provide an e-newsletter with updates on progress related to the Climate Action Plan
Create a valley-wide marketing campaign to elevate day-to-day awareness of climate action and sustainable living
Use an “education-through-demonstration” approach to showcase climate-friendly building, landscaping,
and other best-practices
Ğ)"3&5)&#&/&<548*5)7*4*5034ý46$)"4$"3#0/4&26&453"5*0/"/%8"5&3$0/4&37"5*0/

•
•
•
•

Create a culture in the community that promotes climate action and sustainability

Education and Outreach

Explore new technologies, such as storage, to increase renewable energy usage

Support Colorado Communities for Climate Action (policy initiatives and lobbyists at the state-level focused on GHG reduction)

7

8
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Explore use of geothermal energy supply for homes and commercial buildings

Educate utility co-op owners to advocate for changes

4

6

&4536$563&65*-*5:3"5&450.",&&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:"/%$0/4&37"5*0/.03&"553"$5*7&

3

Identify areas for local solar arrays

307*%&$0/46.&34"/015*0/503&563/&26*5:$)&$,4#"$,500-: 3044 /&3(:50*/7&45*/$-&"/108&303&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:130(3".4

2

5

&%6$&3&-*"/$&0/$0"-Ģ<3&%108&31-"/54ý"/%"%%.03&3&/&8"#-&&/&3(:4063$&4

1

Energy Supply
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• Engage agencies, such as CSU Extension, USDA, NRCS, Betty Ford Alpine Gardens, and The Ground Up, to provide education on land
."/"(&.&/55&$)/*26&45)"5*/$3&"4&$"3#0/4503"(&
• &%6$&.&5)"/&&.*44*0/4#:45011*/(#*0%&(3"%"#-&."5&3*"-4'30.&/5&3*/(5)&-"/%<--Ă$0.1045*/($"/#&"7*5"-8":503&4503&"/%
protect the climate
• Promote leaving grass clippings on the ground to return nutrients to the soil
• Reduce impermeable surfaces, and encourage catchment of water that promotes healthy ecosystems
• /$063"(&(3&&/300'48*5)/"5*7&1-"/541&$*&45)"5%0/053&26*3&"-"3(&".06/50'8"5&3
• Reduce use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides that are made from fossil fuels that contribute to climate change
• Encourage holistic approaches during revegetation and restoration after disturbances, such as after building and infrastructure
$0/4536$5*0/03"'5&3/"563"-%*4"45&34ď&þ(þý<3&4"/%=00%*/(Đ

Organic matter holds carbon in the soil. Land management, landscaping, farming, and ranching practices that support healthy soil
%&7&-01.&/5$"/"-40#&*.1035"/58":450$"1563&ý034&26&45&3ý4*/5)&40*-"/%)&-11305&$55)&"5.041)&3&þ &-08"3&
3&$0..&/%"5*0/43&-"5&%50$"3#0/4&26&453"5*0/ā

Carbon Sequestration and Land Management

• %6$"5&1&01-&5)"5"--8"5&3$0/46.&%)"450#&16.1&%"/%130$&44&%ý3&26*3*/(&/&3(:
• Support water utilities and local governments in initiatives to reduce water consumption in facilities and operations
• /$-6%&.03&)&"53&$07&3:4:45&.45)"564&)&"5&/&3(:'30.%*4$)"3(&%53&"5&%&'=6&/5ý46$)"470/ĉ4 0..6/*5:&"5&$07&3:
System that heats the pools at the Avon Recreation Center using heat energy from the Avon Waste Water Treatment Facility
• Reduce use of water in residential and commercial properties
• Develop small hydro plants for electricity generation
• Create a study on incentives to switch to xeriscaping for buildings and residences
• 03,8*5)450130.05&-088"5&364&"/%&/&3(:&'<$*&/$:13"$5*$&4

Water conservation reduces demand for both water and energy. Conserving water can play an important role in reducing GHG emissions.
)&4503"(&ý53"/41035ý"/%%&-*7&3:0'8"5&3'03$0..&3$*"-ý3&4*%&/5*"-ý"/%"(3*$6-563"-/&&%4-&"%504*(/*<$"/5&.*44*0/4þ)&
stakeholders recommend several strategies to conserve water and save energy:

Water Conservation and Energy

Additional Recommendations

Public Open House Sessions
September 14, 2016, Brush Creek Pavilion, Eagle
September 19, 2016, Grand View, Lionshead Welcome Center, Vail
September 22, 2016, Miller Ranch Community Center, Edwards

Stakeholder Meeting Notes and Materials
Meeting notes, slideshow presentations, and other supporting materials can be found at
www.walkingmountains.org/cap.

Stakeholder Meeting Dates
March 21, 2016
April 18, 2016
May 23, 2016
June 20, 2016
August 22, 2016
November 14, 2016

Guiding Principles for Stakeholder Group
• Value each other’s and the community’s input and knowledge
Ğ&&1*/.*/%5)&53*1-&#0550.Ģ-*/&āċ1&01-&ý1-"/&5ý130<5Č
• Take calculated risks
• Address all sectors that contribute to GHG emissions
• Develop meaningful goals and metrics to show progress through time
• Strive for informed consent on decisions
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Meetings and Public Engagement Information

• Consistent with national
findings, Eagle County
transportation emissions come
primarily from passenger vehicles.
• The Eagle County community spent $243 million in
2014 on energy, for electric and natural gas bills and for
diesel and gasoline transportation fuels.
• If the community as a whole became 10 percent more
energy efficient, $24 million could stay in the community
each year to strengthen the local economy.

3. Emissions by Source, 2014
Metric tons of CO2e

Chart 2 illustrates the sources of emissions by use, while Chart 3 illustrates
emissions by fuel source. The residential and the commercial/industrial
sectors contribute the largest percentage of total emissions in the county.
By fuel, electricity use contributes the largest share of emissions, followed
by gasoline and diesel fuels for transportation.

2. Emissions by Sector, 2014
Metric tons of CO2e

See appendix for details about
household energy use and the
impact of second homes on
energy use.

Greenhouse gas emissions
divided on a per capita basis are
28 percent higher in Eagle County
than in Colorado. Contributing
factors are transportation, second
homes and lodging.

Metric tons of CO2

1. Emissions per Capita, 2014

Total 2014 carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions:
1,387,080 metric tons

Chart 5 converted gallons of transportation
fuel, kilowatt hours of electricity and therms
of natural gas into a common, industry
standard energy unit, the British thermal unit
(BTU). See Appendix for the definition of BTU.

Total energy use: 18.8 trillion BTUs

5. Energy Use by Source, 2014

Chart 4 shows that more than half of energy
costs are for transportation fuels (based on
2014 average price of $2.92/gallon). Natural
gas prices in Colorado rank 47th in the U.S.,
thus the small wedge for natural gas costs.

Total energy costs: $243.5 million

4. Energy Costs by Source

Section 1: Overview of Emissions, Energy Costs and Energy Use

• Greenhouse gas emissions from energy use in Eagle
County in 2014 totaled 1.4 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2e).
• The single largest source of emissions, at 39 percent,
is from the generation of electricity used to power
residential and commercial buildings and facilities.
• Greenhouse gas emissions on a per capita basis are
higher in Eagle County than in Colorado or the U.S. As a
resort community, Eagle County has more second
homes, hotels and energy intensive recreation facilities.

KEY FINDINGS

2014 data on energy use, costs and GHG emissions

Eagle County Energy Inventory

Appendix C: 2014 Eagle County Energy Inventory

7. Emissions by Utility
Metric tons of CO2e

Businesses and governments often hold many utility
accounts for the multiple properties they own or lease.
In this chart, each utility account is counted separately,
regardless of ownership.

Commercial: A utility designation for a meter on
properties such as hotels, multi-family complexes with
one meter, recreational facilities (lifts and snow-making
equipment), governments, schools, retail, industrial and
manufacturing facilities.

Unincorp: Abbreviation for “unincorporated” includes
meters in unincorporated Eagle County other than the
Edwards 81632 zip code. Unincorporated Eagle County
has more population and housing units than any of the
county’s individual municipalities.

Edwards: Data for Edwards, an unincorporated
community, includes the entire 81632 zip code.

Notes for Charts 9 and 10:

While commercial energy use per
account is higher than residential, it’s
important to note that there are about
five times as many residential accounts
as commercial accounts across Eagle
County. However, total energy use
between the two sectors is close, 53
percent for commercial and 47 percent
for residential (see Chart 6).

Chart 10 shows emissions by community
based on the number of residential (light
yellow) and commercial (dark yellow)
electric utility accounts in each
community and in unincorporated areas
(far right bar).

10. Emissions by Community by Residential and Commercial Utility Account, 2014
Metric tons of CO2e

Chart 9 shows total emissions in each community from
building, facility and industrial energy use in the residential
and commercial sectors.

9. Emissions by Community
by Residential and Commercial Sector, 2014
Metric tons of CO2e

Section 3: Emissions from Buildings, Facilities and Industry

Meters in Eagle County:
29,335 residential
6,304 commercial

Member-owned
renewable systems: 517
Capacity: 3,492 kW

Renewable energy:
20.3%

Average CO2 intensity:
1.57 lb. per kWh

CO2 emissions/year:
831,384 metric tons

8. Holy Cross Energy Electricity Sources

Electricity is the dominant source of emissions from building energy use.

6. Emissions by Sector
Metric tons of CO2e

Section 2: Utility Energy

Eagle County Energy Inventory / 2014 data on energy consumption, spending and emissions / April 2016

Policy: Local government partners should work toward similar
policies that reduce emissions, such as energy efficiency

Transportation: Programs should focus on reducing
passenger vehicle travel and shifting to cleaner-burning
alternative fuels. Key components should include increased
availability of public transit, growth in public electric vehicle
charging stations and use of electric vehicles, and more
bicycle travel options within communities.

Renewable Energy: Partnering with Holy Cross Energy to
increase the amount of renewable energy in the utility’s power
portfolio will decrease emissions from electricity consumption.

Energy Efficiency: Energy efficiency programs need to address
electricity consumptions in residential, commercial and
industrial sectors across the county. The greatest potential for
emissions reduction is in commercial sector energy use.

Section 5: Recommendations

Thousands of Gallons

Chart 13. Within the U.S.
transportation sector, light-duty
vehicles (including passenger cars
and light-duty trucks) were by far
the largest category, responsible for
61 percent of emissions. Mediumand heavy-duty trucks made up the
second largest category, with 23
percent of emissions. Between
1990 and 2013, emissions
nationwide in the transportation
sector increased more in absolute
terms than any other sector (i.e.
electricity generation, industry,
agriculture, residential, or
commercial).

13. U.S. Transportation Sector
Emissions by Source
Metric tons of CO2e

Travel pattern study to assist with local traffic emissions
calculations and planning for mass transit.
Updated waste composition study at the Eagle County
Landfill to ensure more recent data is incorporated into
future inventories and to acknowledge improvements at
the landfill.
Energy use study to differentiate between occupied and
unoccupied housing.
Energy use study specifically focused on resort
operations.

•
•

•
•

Areas of Further Study

building codes, land use codes that encourage compact
walkable communities and transit-oriented development, and
multi-modal transportation planning.

Chart 12. The majority
of gasoline and diesel
fuel use is for vehicles
that carry passengers.
The two bars on the
right represent small
and large passenger
vehicles. Combined,
they account for 79
percent of gasoline and
diesel gallons used in
Eagle County. Medium
and heavy-duty trucks
and semis use 21
percent of gasoline and
diesel gallons.

Because of the economic importance of I-70 to the
region for destination traffic, the high percentage
of local traffic on I-70, and the built-in
underestimation due to missing city street traffic,
the research team chose to include 100 percent of
I-70 traffic to represent the county’s total vehicle
miles traveled.

CDOT data does not include county roads or city
streets. Because of this missing information, this
inventory’s estimate is inherently conservative and
is very likely an underestimate of total
transportation energy use.

Chart 11. To calculate motor vehicle energy use,
the research team determined that the best
available method was to use Colorado Department
of Transportation traffic statistics for Eagle County.

12. Eagle County Energy Use by Vehicle Class, 2014

11. Eagle County
Transportation Emissions,
2014
Metric tons of CO2e

Section 4: Transportation Energy Emissions and Use

Eagle County Energy Inventory / 2014 data on energy consumption, spending and emissions / April 2016

18. Occupied and unoccupied housing units, 2014

Eagle County has a high
percentage of
unoccupied housing
units compared to
Colorado overall, or to
non-resort counties such
as Garfield County.
Summit County has an
even higher percentage
of residential units
considered unoccupied.

One BTU is the amount of work
needed to raise the
temperature of 1 pound of
water by 1 degree F. For a
physical example, burning one
4-inch wooden kitchen match
generates 1 BTU.

Charts 5 and 15 report total
energy use by a common unit,
British thermal unit or BTU.

What is a BTU?

17. Electricity Cost

Electricity per Household per Year, 2014
16. Electricity Use, in mWh

Energy per Household per Year, 2014

For this inventory, the research team ran the per housing unit
calculation both ways, dividing all residential energy use by all
housing units (second bar from right in Charts 15-18), and
dividing only by permanently occupied units (right bar). Neither
bar accurately depicts average household energy use for Eagle
County. Dividing by all units yields a low per-unit average, while
dividing only by occupied units yields an unfairly high per-unit
average. The true number is probably somewhere in between.

Utility companies, however, do not differentiate between
permanently occupied homes and sporadically occupied
second homes and vacation rentals. So it’s impossible,
without further study, to calculate energy use by permanently
occupied compared to sporadically occupied homes.

The Colorado State Demographer reports that of Eagle
County’s 31,675 housing units (this figure does not include
commercial lodging properties), 38 percent were considered
“vacant” or unoccupied in 2014. Colorado’s average vacancy
rate in 2014 was 7.6 percent.

apply in Eagle County, because a high percentage of
residential units are used sporadically or seasonally as second
homes and vacation rentals. These second homes and
vacation rentals use energy whether they are vacant or
occupied, although they would presumably use less energy
when vacant.

14. Energy Use, in million BTUs 15. Energy Cost

However, the per housing unit calculation is also difficult to

Per Housing Unit: Per housing unit calculations are another
means of comparing one community’s energy use to others,
specifically in the residential sector. These calculations divide
total energy use in the residential sector by the number of
households or residential service meters in that community.
This calculation excludes emissions from the commercial
sector, avoiding the imbalance seen in Chart 1.

Chart 1 shows a much higher rate of emissions per capita for
Eagle than for Colorado or the United States. Eagle County’s
large resort industry, which includes ski lifts and on-mountain
facilities, and a high density of lodging, dining and retail
establishments in eastern Eagle County, acts like other large
energy-using industries would in skewing the per capita
emissions figure.

Per Capita: A per capita calculation divides energy use or
emissions by the permanent population of the community, as
shown in Chart 1 (page 1). The Eagle County population used
for this calculation was 52,831.

Per capita and per housing unit calculations are one way to
compare one community’s energy use to others, even when
population totals are different. However, these calculations
can be difficult to apply in a resort-dominated community such
as Eagle County.

Energy and Emissions by Population and Household
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Colorado State Demographer’s Office: Population and
Household Estimates for Colorado Counties and
Municipalities, 2014: bit.ly/COCountyMuniHousing2014

U.S. Energy Information Administration: U.S. & Colorado
energy comparisons: bit.ly/EIA-US-Colo

Charts 14 - 18

U.S. Office of Transportation and Air Quality: Fast Facts: U.S.
Transportation Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990-2013,
EPA-420-F-15-032October 2015: bit.ly/fastfacts15032

Chart 13

Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) data was combined with the
Aspen VMT Model 2014 prepared by Charlier Associates
(2015), the nearest regional data available, to estimate
vehicle miles traveled per vehicle type, including cars, pickups,
and medium and heavy trucks.

CLEER: Clean Energy Economy for the Region
P.O. Box 428 / 520 S. Third St., Suite 17, Carbondale, Colorado 81623
(970) 704-9200 / CleanEnergyEconomy.net

Eagle County Energy Inventory data (usage and customer
counts) gathered from Holy Cross Energy, Xcel Energy and
SourceGas

Charts 9 - 10

Holy Cross Energy, 2014 CO2 Emissions Report

Chart 8

In 2016, Black Hills Energy acquired SourceGas.

Chart 7

Pitkin, Eagle and Garfield Waste Composition Study, 2009,
LBA Associates, funded by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

Eagle County Energy Inventory data gathered from Holy Cross
Energy, Xcel Energy, SourceGas, Colorado Department of
Transportation, Eagle County Airport

Charts 2 - 7

Chart 12

Colorado Department of Transportation: Vehicles Miles
Traveled Statistics, Data provided by CDOT staff Andrew Hogle
and Leo Livecchi.

Colorado State Demographer’s Office: Population and
Household Estimates for Colorado Counties and
Municipalities, 2014: bit.ly/COCountyMuniHousing2014

Chart 11

U.S. Energy Information Administration: Carbon emissions by
state: www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/state/analysis/

This inventory complies with the U.S. Community
Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of GHG Emissions
(USCP). At least five emission-generating activities must
be included for an inventory to be USCP compliant. This
inventory surveys five activities: residential energy,
commercial energy, vehicles, aviation and the landfill.

The inventory’s purpose is to understand how and where
energy is used and emissions are generated. With this
information in hand, each energy-using sector can
identify opportunities to increase efficiency, reduce
emissions and reduce costs.

The Eagle County Energy Inventory quantifies total
energy use, costs and carbon emissions by sector and
by fuel and utility source, using 2014 as the baseline
year.

Energy Inventory Protocol

Chart 1

Sources

Chris Anderson and Jeffrey Brownback, Eagle County Airport

Amanda Nolan, Eagle County Landfill

Lisa Pfitzinger and Renae Chandler, Black Hills Energy /
SourceGas

Steve DeGrazio, Xcel Energy

Chris Hildred, Holy Cross Energy

Chris Menges, City of Aspen Canary Initiative

Heather McGregor and Alice Laird, CLEER

John Gitchell and Adam Palmer, Eagle County

The following individuals provided data, insight, support
and expertise for this report:

Special thanks to the Eagle County Commissioners, Jeanne
McQueeney, Jill Ryan and Kathy Chandler-Henry, for their
continued work to address climate change, for their
understanding of the importance of energy, and for
commissioning this emissions inventory for enacting
informed climate action policies.

Data collection and analysis by Erica Sparhawk, CLEER, and Rick Heede, Climate Mitigation Services

Sources and Acknowledgements
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Appendix E: Literature Cited

Adaptation – efforts by society or ecosystem to prepare for and adjust to future climate change (e.g., upgrading infrastructure to be
prepared for climate change - induced changes in summer temperatures or annual rainfall)
Climate – the average weather over 30 years
Climate ChangeĤ"45"5*45*$"--:4*(/*<$"/57"3*"5*0/*/&*5)&35)&.&"/$-*."5&03*/*547"3*"#*-*5:ď%&$"%&03-0/(&3Đ%6&50/"563"-
or anthropogenic causes
Mitigation – an effort to reduce or prevent impacts of greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., building more multi-modal trails to reduce vehicle use)
Projection – a model that describes the future of the climate based on trajectories and data
Trend – the trajectory of past climate over short- and long-term periods of time
Resilience – the capability to anticipate, prepare for, or recover from a complex, multi-hazard threat
Weather – the current and short-term way the atmosphere is behaving

Appendix D: Glossary of Key Terms

Climate Action Plan
for the Eagle County
Community

